Re: Is It Okay to Have a Facebook Page Devoted to JoS Ministries?

HP Hooded Cobra 666

As for Jewbook. Common sense. It does not require Priesthood understanding or something.

First of all, why have it? Second off, most people on jewbook who are supposedly SS are nothing but a lie, neither the Facebook community seems like a valuable place to spend your time. The posts can and will be shut down and more of that. Creating an anonymous account, from a foreign PC, spamming, could do SOME good but not enough. Most you will get on Facebook is angry teenager laveyans or liar nuts who think they are already Gods themselves. Avoid conversations, just spread the links. Most people need to waste your time and if they hold any genuine interest, then the link will be enough.

Chill and spend your time where we win, not where we lose collectively. Such arguments weaken us, unless there is real cause of alarm. Facebook will waste your time. There have been many JoS Facebook pages, all of which did fail miserably due to know-it-alls and infiltrators and attacks. It simply does not work out. The JoS Twitter on the other hand, was operated by former HP Micama during his run as clergy, and this paid off. We even made the trending page during that time. Stay focused on the job Brothers and Sisters.
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